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ABSTRACT

The main features of the effects of S-matrix fluctuations on
average cross sections are reviewed with emphasis on recent de-
velopments on the enhancement of small cross sections and cross
sections between directly coupled channels. Examples are given
in which the effect can distort the shape of a doorway state
resonance so as to reduce its observed width.

For presentation at the Second Symposium on Nuclear Physics at
Oaxtepac, Mexico, January 4-6, 1979.



Typically, nuclear reaction amplitudes, or elements of the
S-matrix S, fluctuate very strongly with energy. Typically, there
are distinct theories which describe the average S-matrix elements
3" and their fluctuations S = S - :§". The theories that describe
Tare direct interaction theories such as the optical model,1 coupled
channels models,2 doorway state models,3 etc.1* The fluctuations are
described by statistical models.5*6 Amplitude fluctuations cause
fluctuations in the observed cross sections.5 But for many purposes
one is interested in the smooth energy averages F of such fluctuat-
ing cross sections. Since cross sections are bilinear functions
of the amplitudes, the average cross sections depend both on the
elements of 3" and of S . Often, a" is determined primarily by
T. But sometimes S can have a significant effect on "a. I
shall discuss some examples.

The average angle Integrated cross section between chan-
nels a and b in units of IT*2 is

dir . fs.
oab + o a b

where

44b • I'ab - Sabl2 <2>4b • I'ab

°ab " |Sab' •

To insure flux conservation, S must be unitary at all energies. How-
ever Twill not be unitary. The resulting unitarity defect in the
direct cross section in channel a is the compound nucleus absorption
cross section, or the transmission coefficient

T
a -' -

 sbi\bi2 • v * - <•>
The unitarity of S insures that

T < 1. (average unitarity) (5)



Causality requires that the system be absorptive rather than emis-
sive and that therefore

Tg >,0 (average causality). (6)

The origin of the fluctuation effect on the average cross section
1s easiest seen In the limit of small transmission coefficients when
the fluctuations are caused by Isolated resonances at energies E
with partial widths r _ and total widths r = z.r a. Then the
fluctuation cross section 1s given by

<7)

where D 1s the average spacing of the E and ( / Is an average over
resonances. From Eq. (7)

<*>

which means that the fluctuation cross section is almost determined
by the T dependent transmission coefficients alone. ;

where the factor in the parentheses is the well known Hauser-Feshbach
expression and W 1s the well known width fluctuation correction7

which can be written8

Wab - Cab6ab 00)

rnariib / (11)



The factor C . arises from correlations between the partial
widths r and r k and depends therefore on their correlationpa jib
coefficient P ^

- i +

If r a 1s distributed according to the chi-squared distribution with
va degrees of freedom, then Var(r, J - 2 < r -7 2/v. and the last
expression in Eq. (13) follows. In the absence of direct reactions
pab = 6ab and so the factor Cab P r o d u c e s an enhancement of the
average elastic fluctuation cross section by a factor of 1 + 2/v.

In the above mentioned case of isolated resonances and for most
independent channels in complex nuclei the value of v Is 1
(Porter-Thomas distribution) and therefore C a a » 3 and C ^ = 1.
For large values of the transmission coefficients the situation
becomes moderately complicated, but it is known that In the limit
of large T the above formulas remain valid with, however, v = 2.8»9

How the value of v changes from 1 to 2 as transmission coefficients
increase has been investigated numerically and the results10.*11 have
been presented in graphical or algebraic form. In the overlapping
resonance limit C = 2.

The factor Gab depends on the fluctuations of the Inverse total
width and on its correlations with the channel partial widths. It
is easily evaluated in terms of a single integral for the case of
no direct reactions. In general Gab < 1 and just compensates for
the elastic enhancement of (L_ by reducing the non-elastic cross

dd

sections. Thus in the case of only two competing open channels with
equal transmission coefficients G . = v/(l + v) or 1/2 1n the
isolated resonance limit and 2/3 in the overlapping limit. This
results in a maximum elastic enhancement and inelastic reduction of
fluctuation cross sections relative to Hauser-Feshbach of 50% for
isolated resonances (F1g. 1) and 33% for overlapping resonances.



There are circumstances, however, in which the correction factor
can be aven greater.12 This can happen in the case of a reaction in-
volving very weakly absorbed channels which do compete, however, with
a small number of strongly absorbed channels. In that case G . is
dominated by the factor

= (i - 2 . ) " 1 , vt > 2 (14)

where v+ is the degree of freedom that characterizes the fluctuation
of the total widths r . This factor can become quite large.
But of course even if v+ < 2, G3k remains finite and positive. Never-
theless substantial enhancements of weak cross sections are possible
as indicated in Fig. 2.

Next we can Inquire into the effect of fluctuations on the
average cross section in the presence of direct reactions when "?
is no longer diagonal. In that case it is useful to generalize
the transmission coefficients TL into Satchler's hernritean pene-
tration matrix13

P - 1 - 5S* (15)

the diagonal elements of which are just the transmission coefficients.

The method to be used is then to diagonalize the average S-matrix
by means of the unitary Engelbrecht-Weidenmuller transformation11*

a - U i u , \lbj

where U is the transpose of U, and to calculate the average cross
sections from the diagonal transformed average S-matrix ? , and
then to transform these cross sections back by means of the Inverse
Engelbrecht-Weidenmuller transformation.10*11

From Eq. (16) 1t follows that U diagonalizes the Satchler pene-
tration matrix so that

P1 = UPU"1 is diagonal. (17)



Eq. (17) makes It easy to find U for a given 3T, by diagonal 1z1ng
P. It also tells us what the average unitarity and causality
conditions are 1n the case of direct reactions.10 Since P = T ,

S3. &

we have
P < 1 (average unitarity) (18)

and since P1 must be causal, we see that P cannot have negative
eigenvalues and hence

P is positive semidefinite, (average causality.) (19)

The case where P has one vanishing eigenvalue 1s the causality
limit and this case is of special Interest. In the case where there
are two directly coupled channels, but perhaps many other competing
channels, the causality limit implies that in the transformed space
only one of the two coupled channels is absorbed, hence also only
one of the two channels gives rise to amplitude fluctuations. It
follows that the fluctuations In the two physical untransformed
coupled channels must be strongly correlated. As a result the
correlation factor C b of Eq. (11) will cause an enhancement of
the non-elastic cross section between the two coupled channels.
This expectation has been confirmed by calculations Involving
10 channels with equal transmission coefficients for which pairs
of coupled channels have average S-matrices of the form

.ieP. .
(20)( F io\ or / F

ID - F / ( E-ieC

where D and F are real.10 The results show strong enhancements of
the nonelastic cross section along the causality limit F + D = 1.
However for values of F and D away from that line the nonelastic.
enhancement disappears rapidly. On the other hand for average
S-matrices of the form

(21)



the causality limit F2 + D 2 = 1 coincides with vanishing absorption
in both channels and therefore no strong nonelastic enhancement 1s
expected or found. The results of these calculations are shown
in Fig. 3.

Ke see that significant non-elastic correlation enhancements
due to competing direct reactions will occur only in very special
circumstances, in particular when only few channels are strongly
coupled and the average S-matrix is at or near the causality limit.
One type of situation 1n which one might expect such a special situa-
tion to occur is an intermediate resonance of the type encountered in
doorway state3 or analog resonances.** In passing through such a
resonance, the average S-matrix undergoes large variations which
might pass close to the causality limit at some energy, causing a
significant distortion of the average cross section at that point.

To investigate this possibility, let us look at the simplest
case of a doorway state with purely internal mixing, and with only
two channels coupled to the doorway state. To reduce the number of
free parameters we also assume that the coupling strengths of the
two coupled channels are the same. Then we can write the average
S matrix for the two coupled channels as

where E is the energy measured from the doorway state resonance
energy and r = r* + r* Is the total width. TR is the background
transmission coefficient of each of the two channels far from the
doorway state resonance. From (22) we get the penetration matrix

Pab " Vab - 2e

This is of the form of Eq. (20). We find the causality limit by
setting

(22)
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equal to zero which gives

E2 = f - M - rf 1 - TB J - J- (causality limit) (25)

which will occur at real energies provided

(26)

where (r= i - rT. Thus the causality limit is actually reached when
(26) Is an equality.

It is now Interesting to calculate the magnitude of the distor-
tion of the noneiastic cross section between the two coupled channels
of such a doorway state due to the direct enhancement effect of the
fluctuation part of the cross section. We do this, first for the
case where T n = 0.96 and the causality limit is reached so that
according to Eq. (26) r /T* - 1.5. The resulting noneiastic average
cross sections for the case where there are no other competing chan-
nels present are plotted in Fig. 4a. Off resonance the fluctuation
cross section 1s reduced relative to the Hauser-Feshbach value because
of the usual width fluctuation effect. However as the causality limit
is reached at the doorway resonance, a sharp 50% enhancement occurs
which brings the cross section back to its Hauser-Feshbach value.
The result is an effective narrowing of the resonance by 24%, as
measured by Its width at half maximum. If we have the same situation
but Include eight other uncoupled but competing strongly absorbed
channels, then off-resonance reduction of the fluctuation cross sec-
tion effectively disappears and we are left only with a slight en-
hancement at the resonance where the causality limit is reached.
As seen in Fig. 4b the cross section shape is not appreciably
affected. Similarly, if we retain only two channels with T« = 0.96,



each, but reduce rfyr*1 » 1.0, we obtain the result of F1g. 4c. The
causality limit Is no longer reached and so there 1s only a slight
enhancement of about 10% at the resonance, which narrows the res-
onance shape by only about 122.

We can conclude that pronounced effects of competing direct
reactions upon fluctuatU^ cross sections are relatively rare,
being confined to cases of two or at most three coupled channels
at or near the causality limit. However when these conditions do
prevail the direct effects can be pronounced and can, In particular,
distort the shapes of the doorway state resonances, so that they
appear narrower than their actual widths.
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ISTRIBUTIONS OF VARIABLES
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Fig. 1. Reduction of the non-elastic fluctuation
cross section due to the fluctuation correction
factor G In the limit of isolated resonances.
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Fig. 2. Fluctuation enhancement factors for small
cross sections due to total width f luctuations.



CAUSALITY LIMIT

Fig. 3. Fluctuation enhancerent of non-elastic cross
sections due to completina direct reactions.
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Fia. 4a. Narrowina cf a nonelastic doorway state
resonance due to the fluctuation correction. Two
channel case where the causality limit is reached.
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Fig. 4b. Narrowing of a none!astic doorway state
resonance due to the fluctuation correction. The
causality limit is reached but competition from
10 channels suppresses the fluctuation correction.
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Ftg. 4c. Harrowing of a nonelastic doorway state
resonance due to the fluctuation correction. Two
channel case where the causality limit is not
reached.


